In an industry like the specialty-equipment market, which thrives on originality, innovation is as much about how the job is accomplished as it is the finished product. Whatever your niche of choice, you don’t reach the end goal without the right gear. In the following pages, you’ll find new tools and equipment as featured at the 2014 SEMA Show. Take a look and imagine how these instruments could revolutionize your process, making the task at hand more efficient and enjoyable.

* The following products are editorial recommendation segments (without valuable consideration paid, accepted or promised from the product owners). The publisher maintains these product descriptions were placed by editorial choice and without any inducement, consideration or promise between the publisher and product owner.

**SATA Spray Equipment**
SATAjet 5000 B
800-533-8016
www.satausa.com
PN: 210765

The new SATAjet 5000 B spray gun is as versatile as the user is. It offers a flexible gun distance of 4 to 8.5 in. and air pressures from 7 to 29 psi. Also features SATA’s satin-gloss pearl-chrome surface. The modern design of the SATAjet 5000 B has been co-created in cooperation with Porsche Design Studio, Zell am See (Austria). Durable, flexible and ergonomic.

**Myers Tire Supply**
Alligator TPMS Snap-In Valve
800-998-9897
www.myerstiresupply.com
PN: 21172

The Alligator TPMS snap-in valve has 80-psi maximum cold-inflation pressure and 130-mph maximum speed rating. The ring around the valve ¼-in. from the threads indicates that it is a TPMS valve. The anti-rotation lip snugs the valve to the rim, preventing the sensor/valve from spinning in the wheel. T10 screw and self-tapping threads prevent the screw from backing out.

**Myers Tire Supply**
Express Inventory Management Systems
800-998-9897
www.myerstiresupply.com
PN: MTS120

Inventory management system—accurate, real-time usage, inventory and restocking information. Reduces inventory immediately; eliminates paperwork. Stock-outs and rush orders with automated online ordering. Boost productivity. Product is available 24/7. Ideal for lean environments and affordable for businesses of any size.

**Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.**
CP7748-2TL ½-in., Heavy-Duty, Torque-Limited Impact
800-624-4735
www.cp.com
PN: 8941077485

The new Chicago Pneumatic CP7748-2TL ½-in. impact wrench is designed for difficult work in confined spaces. At only 4.4 in. long, this tool is ideal for transmission, engine and brake work and features an exceptional power-to-weight/size ratio.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
CP8848 ½-in. Cordless
Impact Wrench
800-624-4735
www.cp-cordless.com
PN: 8941088481
The powerful CP8848 ½-in. cordless impact wrench boasts a custom-designed motor and durable gearbox that provides a powerful 775 lb.-ft. of torque and weighs just 6.9 lbs. The advanced technology of the 20-volt/4-Ah lithium-ion battery provides the operator with more power and twice the run time of conventional products.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
CP8828K 3/8-in. Cordless
Impact Wrench
800-624-4735
www.cp-cordless.com
PN: 8941088281
At only 6.1 in. in length (152 mm), the CP8828 cordless 3/8-in. impact wrench offers a compact and versatile design with a max torque of 150 lb.-ft. Its high-performance 20-volt/4-Ah lithium-ion battery provides the operator with more power and twice the run time of conventional products.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
CP8818K ¼-in. Cordless
Impact Driver
800-624-4735
www.cp-cordless.com
PN: 8941088181
At only 6.3 in. in length (161 mm), the CP8818 cordless ¼-in. impact driver offers an ultra-compact design for easy access in confined spaces. With its high-performance 12-volt/1.5Ah compact lithium-ion battery smartly integrated inside the handle, it's the perfect companion for engine, dashboard or under-vehicle jobs.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
CP8528K 3/8-in. Cordless
Drill Driver
800-624-4735
www.cp-cordless.com
PN: 8941085281
At only 6.9 in. in length (171 mm), the CP8528 cordless 3/8-in. drill driver offers an ultra-compact and lightweight design for easy access in confined spaces. With its high-performance 12-volt/4-Ah compact lithium-ion battery smartly integrated inside the handle, it’s the perfect companion for engine, dashboard or under-vehicle jobs.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
CP8548K 1/2-in. Cordless Hammer Drill Driver
800-624-4735
www.cp-cordless.com
PN: 8941085481
The CP8548 cordless 1/2-in. high-power (60 lb.-ft.) hammer drill driver offers a strong and versatile design for drilling in steel, wood, brick or tile. It has a 24-stage torque adjustment and three modes (screwing, drilling and hammer drilling). Its high-performance 20-volt/4Ah lithium-ion battery provides twice the run time of conventional products.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
CP8828K 3/8-in. Cordless
Impact Driver
800-624-4735
www.cp-cordless.com
PN: 8941088281
At only 6.1 in. in length (152 mm), the CP8828 cordless 3/8-in. impact wrench offers a compact and versatile design with a max torque of 150 lb.-ft. Its high-performance 20-volt/4-Ah lithium-ion battery provides the operator with more power and twice the run time of conventional products.

Red Kap
Performance Knit Flex Series
Polo and Tee
800-733-5271
www.redkapauto.com
PN: SK80
Red Kap’s unreleased performance knit flex series features a collection of knits specifically designed for a variety of jobs, offering comfort, durability and a professional image.

Schley Products/SP Tool
Ford 6.4L Diesel Turbo Arm Puller for ’08–’10 Power Stroke
714-693-7666
www.sptool.com
PN: 12250
Whether servicing the turbo or the actuator, they must be separated. They are easily damaged if pried on with things such as screwdrivers. Compact size fits on or off of the truck. Self-aligning for easy installation. Fine-thread actuator to reduce torque required to loosen a press fit.

Schley Products/SP Tool
Duramax LB7 Injector Puller Kit
714-693-7666
www.sptool.com
PN: 11700
Puller is used to remove Injectors on ’08–’10 Duramax diesel engines. Puller fits under the firewall, solving clearance issues caused by competitive pullers. Pull removes injector without removing the stainless sleeve. Cuts injector service times by 50% or more. Tapered fork tool is included to separate injector from the sleeve if needed.
Big Ass Solutions

Big Ass Solutions Work Light
859-233-1271
www.bigasslight.com
PN: BAL-HBL1-14050103100100S8PM

Big Ass says that its light, portable LEDs are the world’s toughest work lights. Roll brilliant LEDs where the user needs them. Perfect for automotive shops.

Malco Products Inc.

Malco Products Inc. Quarter Panel Hemming
Air TurboXTool
320-274-8246
www.malco-tools.com
PN: QHT1

Use an existing air supply to precisely bend and close up to ¾-in.-deep (19.05 mm) wheel arc flanges of replacement quarter panels on late-model cars. Replicates a hammer-and-dolly motion at high speed. It is 80% faster, based on field trials. Cushioned anvil protects panel finish while hammer rolls over and flattens flange from back side.

Ingersoll Rand

Ingersoll Rand 2235 Series Impactool
704-655-5680
www.ingersollrandproducts.com/2235
PN: 2235TiMAX

Punish the toughest bolts with 1,350 lb.-ft. of nut-busting torque with Ingersoll Rand’s new 2235TiMax Impactool. The 2235 series is a powerful, reliable and durable workhorse that delivers every time the user needs real work done right.

SFA Companies

SFA Companies Omega Wheel Arm
816-891-6390
www.shinnfuamerica.com
PN: 92100

The Omega Wheel Arm is a great accessory to efficiently hold tires on a vehicle lift arm of 95% of the post lifts on the market. The wheel arm can be folded up or moved sideways when not in use to save space. It helps eliminate back injuries in the workplace by allowing the user to avoid bending over and/or twisting his back in tire installations and/or removals.

Deltran Battery Tender

Deltran Battery Tender Portable Power Pack
386-736-7900
www.batterytender.com
PN: 030-0001-WH

Lithium powered. Jump-start a car or charge portable devices. Weighs less than 1 lb. with 12V 400 cranking amps. LED light for use at night, and easy to use.

Buffer Bit

Buffer Bit
773-203-2100
www.bufferbit.com

These innovative patent-pending products allow users to perform with both power and precision. The orange foam quickly removes oxidation, light scratches and quickly restores cloudy headlights. Use the less-aggressive blue foam for everyday cleaning and polishing. Achieve the perfect shine in record time.

Las Vegas Tool

Las Vegas Tool Easy puller
702-992-0202
www.lasvegastool.com
PN: 12345678901

Easy puller is said to be the most versatile pulling tool available. It is easily used by clamping the pliers on to what the user wants to remove and hammering the item out with the 2-lb. slide hammer. Great for pulling dents, dowel pins, stuck bolts, bearing seals, retaining pins and clips, cotter and woodruff keys—virtually anything the jaws can be clamped on to.
Mueller-Kueps
Ball-Joint Separator
770-349-6331
www.mueller-kueps.com
PN: 609 033
Ball-joint remover. New and fast, damage-free removal of ball joints from suspension and steering systems. Very rugged flat-design ball-joint separator with three interchangeable forks, which are attached to the center screw to allow continuous adjustment within the jaw capacity range. Three different fork sizes (24, 27 and 31 mm).

Mueller-Kueps
Clip Lifter
770-349-6331
www.mueller-kueps.com
PN: 277 008
For plastic fasteners, plastic clips, upholstery and door panels.

Mueller-Kueps
Press and Pull Sleeve Kit
770-349-6331
www.mueller-kueps.com
PN: 609 400
One of the best-selling sleeve kits. A universal tool set for extracting and mounting silent bearings, hydraulic bearings, ball bearings, rubber bearings, shaft seals, bearing bushes, etc. Universal application makes it ideal for a range of vehicles. Sleeve inner diameters of 44–82 mm, 1½ in. and 3½ in.

ACDelco Auto & Equipment Tools
Li-Ion 8V ¼-in. Ratchet Wrench
909-980-3323
www.acdelco-tools.com
PN: ARW804
Li-Ion 8V ¼-in. ratchet wrench’s features and benefits include being compact and lightweight; safety-lock design; built-in LED light for convenient illumination during work; delicate appearance with compact size; forward/reverse lever; durable metal gearbox.

Atlantic Safety Products
InTouch B311 Black Nitrile Gloves
800-540-4397
www.atlanticsafetyproducts.com
PN: B311
New InTouch B311 black, 6-mil, powder-free nitrile examination gloves. Protecting the hands is extremely important in the automotive Industry as well as at Atlantic Safety Products. After all, safety is the company’s middle name.

Uni-Dolly
Frame Clamp
360-896-5420
www.uni-dolly.com
Uni-Dolly frame clamp is the newest attachment for the Uni-Dolly product line. This frame clamp provides solid mounting for moving vehicles (up to 4,800 lbs.) on to frame machines and tow trucks. As with all Uni-Dolly products, the frame clamp is made in the U.S.A. and has a lifetime warranty.

GearWrench
12-Piece 120XP Universal-Spline XL Metric Flex-Head Ratcheting Wrench Set
800-621-8814
www.gearwrench.com
PN: 86229
The new GearWrench 120XP universal-spline XL ratcheting wrenches have double-stacked pawls to produce 120 positions and a 3-degree swing arc. Available in metric and SAE sizes.

R.O. Writer Shop
Management Software
Touch Mobile App
888-928-9769
www.rowriter.com
R.O. Touch mobile app for owners, managers and technicians. Real-time sales; start new repair orders; complete inspection forms with pictures. Text, e-mail and more.

Assenmacher Specialty Tools
Brake Bleeder Adapter for Toyota
800-525-2943
www.assstool.com
PN: TOY 18B
Fits quickly onto master-cylinder reservoirs on most Toyota vehicles. Used with a pressure bleeder and a ¼-in. NPT fitting (not included) to flush brake fluid on a wide range of vehicles. Applicable on Toyota 4Runners, Corollas, Priuses, RAV4s, Siennas and Tacomas. Important note: Use low hydraulic pressure only, or damage may occur to system.

R.O. Writer Shop
Management Software
Touch Mobile App
888-928-9769
www.rowriter.com
R.O. Touch mobile app for owners, managers and technicians. Real-time sales; start new repair orders; complete inspection forms with pictures. Text, e-mail and more.

ACDelco Auto & Equipment Tools
Li-Ion 8V ¼-in. Ratchet Wrench
909-980-3323
www.acdelco-tools.com
PN: ARW804
Li-Ion 8V ¼-in. ratchet wrench’s features and benefits include being compact and lightweight; safety-lock design; built-in LED light for convenient illumination during work; delicate appearance with compact size; forward/reverse lever; durable metal gearbox.

Atlantic Safety Products
InTouch B311 Black Nitrile Gloves
800-540-4397
www.atlanticsafetyproducts.com
PN: B311
New InTouch B311 black, 6-mil, powder-free nitrile examination gloves. Protecting the hands is extremely important in the automotive Industry as well as at Atlantic Safety Products. After all, safety is the company’s middle name.

Uni-Dolly
Frame Clamp
360-896-5420
www.uni-dolly.com
Uni-Dolly frame clamp is the newest attachment for the Uni-Dolly product line. This frame clamp provides solid mounting for moving vehicles (up to 4,800 lbs.) on to frame machines and tow trucks. As with all Uni-Dolly products, the frame clamp is made in the U.S.A. and has a lifetime warranty.

GearWrench
12-Piece 120XP Universal-Spline XL Metric Flex-Head Ratcheting Wrench Set
800-621-8814
www.gearwrench.com
PN: 86229
The new GearWrench 120XP universal-spline XL ratcheting wrenches have double-stacked pawls to produce 120 positions and a 3-degree swing arc. Available in metric and SAE sizes.

R.O. Writer Shop
Management Software
Touch Mobile App
888-928-9769
www.rowriter.com
R.O. Touch mobile app for owners, managers and technicians. Real-time sales; start new repair orders; complete inspection forms with pictures. Text, e-mail and more.

Assenmacher Specialty Tools
Brake Bleeder Adapter for Toyota
800-525-2943
www.assstool.com
PN: TOY 18B
Fits quickly onto master-cylinder reservoirs on most Toyota vehicles. Used with a pressure bleeder and a ¼-in. NPT fitting (not included) to flush brake fluid on a wide range of vehicles. Applicable on Toyota 4Runners, Corollas, Priuses, RAV4s, Siennas and Tacomas. Important note: Use low hydraulic pressure only, or damage may occur to system.
GearWrench
14-Piece 120XP Universal-Spline
XL Metric Combination
Ratcheting Wrench Set
800-621-8814
www.gearwrench.com
PN: 86426
These new wrenches have double-stacked
pawls to produce 120 positions and a 3-degree
swing arc. Box ends feature universal spline
drive, which fits commonly encountered
fasteners. Wrenches also feature a 25%-longer
beam for improved access. The open end is
narrower, making these tools perfect for
working on fasteners in cramped spaces.

GearWrench
10-Piece 120XP Universal-Spline
XL Metric Flex-Head Gearbox
Ratcheting Wrench Set
201-656-7178
www.gearwrench.com
PN: 86126
The GearWrench 120XP universal-spline met-
ic XL flex-head GearBox set enhances produc-
tivity by offering a 3-degree swing arc for easy
access at nearly every angle. Flex-head GearBox
wrenches angle at the head for clearance over
obstructions and to ensure proper alignment
on hard-to-reach fasteners. Available in metric
and SAE sizes.

Antigravity Batteries
Micro-Start XP-5
310 527 2330
www.antigravitybatteries.com
PN: AG-MS-XP-5
The Micro-Start XP-5 is said to be the world’s
smallest jump-starter and personal power sup-
ply. It has the ability to jump start any power-
sports vehicle and even cars/trucks with up to
V6 engines. It also charges USB devices such
as cell phones, tablets, Bluetooth and more.
Comes in a complete kit with everything to
jump-start or charge electronics.

Sterling Myers—
A Division of M&M Designs
Garage Shirt
800-627-0656
www.sterlingmyers.com
PN: SM2013-006-GS
This garment features signature Sterling Myers
buttons, vented sides, underarms and backs,
a half-back mesh liner, soil-release technology
and tri-tone coloration. Available in gold or red.

SAS Safety Corp.
Vulcan Safety Eyewear
800-262-0200
www.sassafety.com
PN: 5512-01, 5512-02, 5512-03, 5512-04
High-impact polycarbonate lens; foam-padded
brow guard. Detachable and adjustable elastic
strap. Non-slip rubber nosepiece; 99.9% UV
protected. Anti-fog and scratch-resistant coating
on lenses. Available in four lens colors:
clear, gray, yellow and mirror. Meets current ANSI Z87.1+ standard.

SAS Safety Corp.
VX9 Safety Eyewear
800-262-0200
www.sassafety.com
PN: 5510-01, 5510-02, 5510-03, 5510-04
High-impact polycarbonate lens. Wrap-around
frame design. Non-slip rubber nosepiece;
non-slip temples; 99.9% UV protected.
Anti-fog and scratch-resistant coating
on lenses. Available in four lens colors: clear,
gray, yellow and mirror. Meets current ANSI Z87.1+ standard.

SAS Safety Corp.
Zion X Safety Eyewear
800-262-0200
www.sassafety.com
PN: 5104-01, 5104-02, 5104-03, 5104-04
High-impact polycarbonate lens. Sporty safety
eyewear design. Indirect ventilated rubber seal.
Adjustable 1-in. elastic fabric head strap. Anti-fog
and scratch-resistant coating on lenses. Available
in four lens colors: clear, gray, yellow and mirror.
Meets current ANSI Z87.1+ standard.
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**TOOLS & EQUIPMENT NEW PRODUCTS**

**Shenzhen Carku Technology Co. Ltd.**

**Battery Mate**

+86-755-23063587  
www.car-ku.com

Attach to the auto battery; it can help to prolong half-life of that battery. Also, it can help to jump the battery when the original auto battery is drained.

**Lithium Mate**

+86-755-23063587  
www.car-ku.com

Attach to the auto battery; it can help to prolong half-life of that battery. Also, it can help to jump the battery when the original auto battery is drained.

**Lithium Jump Starter With Torch**

+86-755-23063587  
www.car-ku.com

Torch, USB and jump-starter—a new way to overlap different fields for the car for camping. All come together and are designed as a special tool for the auto industry and daily-life toolbox. Trying it is the best way to judge this model.

**Lithium Truck Jump Starter**

+86-755-23063587  
www.car-ku.com

This is the lithium jump-starter for jumping trucks and cars. There is a 12V or 24V auto switch. Compare it with lead-acid jump starters weighing more than 40 pounds for jumping trucks. Weighs about 6 lbs. but has even higher power because of core advanced battery technology.

**LED Lights**

+86-755-23063587  
www.car-ku.com

Designed with joint mold plastic in red and black makes the whole unit a more professional tool for vehicles. It features an industrial design, closer to the tastes in this field. LEDs show the volume of the battery. Includes updated technology all in one.

**Digital Cylinder Inspection Borescope**

+86-755-29372366  
www.ablescope.com

PN: eheV1-USBBSCP

Its head can be 0–180-degree bendable, controlled by the upper handle, to show the image on a PC.

**Able Eye Device Co. Ltd.**

**Digital Cylinder Inspection Borescope**

+86-755-29372366  
www.ablescope.com

PN: eheV1-USBBSCP

Its head can be 0–180-degree bendable, controlled by the upper handle, to show the image on a PC.

**Gas Tapper**

**GasTapper 12V**  
760-707-6533  
www.gastapper.com  
PN: 67435

Overcome the challenge of removing gas from modern cars. The 12V self-priming pump and hose are designed to bypass filler neck blockage rollover valves. Use to empty or transfer fuel from cars into other equipment or to service a fuel tank. Don’t store stale fuel. Mounted in fume-proof storage box. Self-priming. For emergencies, shops and preppers.

**The Nut Tray**

616-877-0000  
www.gripontools.net  
PN: 67435

Use it to keep parts and tools from being misplaced or lost while working in the garage or workshop. Magnetic tray prevents items from rolling or sliding and can be used at any angle. Heavy-duty brushed steel resists scratches and corrosion. Three 3½-in. industrial magnets with covers. Dimensions are 10 in. wide by 2 in. deep.

**Magic Creeper**

Magic Creeper  
503-303-5320  
www.magiccreep.com  
PN: 51631

The Magic Creeper is said to be the most versatile creeper ever. With zero ground clearance, the Magic Creeper works in the garage as well as on the road. Weighing in at only 3 lbs., it’s easy to store and is maintenance-free. Users will love how easy and convenient it is to use.

**Grip On Tools**

The Nut Tray  
616-877-0000  
www.gripontools.net  
PN: 67435

Use it to keep parts and tools from being misplaced or lost while working in the garage or workshop. Magnetic tray prevents items from rolling or sliding and can be used at any angle. Heavy-duty brushed steel resists scratches and corrosion. Three 3½-in. industrial magnets with covers. Dimensions are 10 in. wide by 2 in. deep.

**Shenzhen Carku Technology Co. Ltd.**

**Lightest Jump Starter With Manual Control**

+86-755-23063587  
www.car-ku.com

Powerful manual control of safety features in a lithium jump-starter. The original design concept came about through different kinds of safety features that end users want to control themselves. This design combined a new battery technology with a traditional concept of controlling.
Raygear X-Shield
727-474-5175
www.raygear.com
PN: X1-VC

The new, patented X-Shield by Raygear is an all-in-one face shield and safety glasses combination. Just put it on like glasses. Has anti-fog and anti-scratch properties. Protection against flying debris, liquid splashes, hazardous materials, wind, rain and bugs. For safety, industrial and recreational use.

Univer-co
Lock-On Grease Coupler
450-245-7152
PN: UC3102
Counter display for grease couplers.

Gas Tapper
Gas Tapper Gravity
760-707-6533
www.gastapper.com
PN: GTGF
Overcome the challenge of removing gas from modern cars. A manual siphon pump and hoses are designed to bypass filler-neck blockage rollover valves. Use it to transfer fuel from cars into powersports vehicles. Don’t store or carry fuel in the trunk or back seat. Gas Tapper can be mounted in a fume-proof storage box. Self-priming. Great for emergencies.

Gas Tapper
CoolerShock
760-707-6533
www.coolershock.com
PN: cs-v1
A non-toxic, reusable gel cooling pack that outperforms ice or typical cooling packs, as demonstrated by its ability to reduce the temperature of a cooler’s contents during use. CoolerShock can turn warm bottled water into ice on a 100°F day over a four-hour period. The pack is shipped dry. The customer just adds water, making large quantities affordable and handy.

Grip On Tools
Magnetic Socket Base Set for
1/4-, 3/8- and 1/2-in. Drive Sockets
616-877-0000
www.gripontools.net
PN: 67210700000000
Heavy-duty molded plastic disc with magnetic bottom that holds 14 sockets. Can be used for both metric and SAE as well as shallow and deep sockets.

Fuel Your Profits With Transfer Flow Fuel Tanks!

With over 30 years of engineering and manufacturing fuel tank systems, some of the best and biggest companies trust Transfer Flow to help fuel their success. We can do the same for your company!

We offer a complete line of fuel tank systems for you and your customers: refueling tanks, larger replacement tanks, and in-bed auxiliary tanks. Transfer Flow fuel tanks are CARB and DOT legal, come with all parts to install, and include our 24/7 customer tech support.

Start fueling your profits by selling and installing Transfer Flow fuel tank systems. Contact us today!
SAS Safety Corp.
Spectro Safety Eyewear
800-262-0200
www.sassafety.com
PN: 5511-01, 5511-02, 5511-03, 5511-04

SAS Safety Corp.
BreatheMate Half Mask
Multi-Use Respirator
800-262-0200
www.sassafety.com
PN: 311-1115, 311-2115, 311-3115

My Shop Assist
My Shop Assist
469-718-9731
www.myshopassist.com
Web-based management solution specifically for performance, custom and aftermarket performance shops. Delegate tasks to techs, track parts, log time spent on each task, schedule customers and take pictures. Customers can view progress online any time. New features include various labor rates, customer authorization, work-order view and task groups.

Legacy Manufacturing Co.
Flexzilla Polyurethane Recoil Hose
800-645-8258
www.flexzilla.com
PN: LP1415AFZ
Flexzilla says that its polyurethane recoil hose outperforms nylon hose every time. It’s more flexible, will not become brittle over time and has better recoil memory.

Legacy Manufacturing Co.
Flexzilla Pro Field-Repairable Water Hose
800-645-8258
www.flexzilla.com
PN: HFZWP550
Flexzilla Pro field-repairable water hose features extreme all-weather flexibility. Kink-resistant under pressure; reusable and field-repairable; aircraft aluminum fittings; 165-psi rating.

Legacy Manufacturing Co.
Flexzilla Pro Field-Repairable Air Hose
800-645-8258
www.flexzilla.com
PN: HFZP1450YW2
Flexzilla Pro field-repairable air hose features extreme all-weather flexibility. Kink-resistant under pressure; reusable and field-repairable; aircraft aluminum fittings; 300-psi rating.

Legacy Manufacturing Co.
Flexzilla Pro Contractor-Grade Electrical Cord
800-645-8258
www.flexzilla.com
PN: 727-143050FZL5F
Flexzilla Pro electrical contractor and professional-grade indoor/outdoor cord. The cord offers extreme all-weather flexibility, a lighted plug, a glow stripe and is UL listed. Made in the U.S.A.

Legacy Manufacturing Co.
Flexzilla Pressure Washer Hose
800-645-8258
www.flexzilla.com
PN: HFZPW3425M
When pressurized, Flexzilla pressure-washer hose is extremely flexible from subzero to 140°F. It’s lightweight, abrasion-resistant, coils easily and won’t work against the user when coiling the hose. Cold-water use only; 3,500-psi working pressure. Ideal for landscapers, lawn and gardens, washdowns and contractors. Made in America.

TecMate North America
OptiMate 5 Voltmatic
905-337-2095
www.tecmate.com
PN: TM-223
OptiMate 5 Voltmatic charger automatically selects 6V or 12V when connected to a battery. Desulfates and saves 6V and 12V batteries. Good for all 6V and 12V lead-acid batteries—sealed AGM, GEL or STD filler cap. Optimizes battery power and life. Warns of battery problems and is safe to leave connected for months-long maintenance. Global power input.